Does change in device detected frequency of non-sustained or diverted episodes serve as a marker for inappropriate shock therapy? Analyses from the INTRINSIC RV and ALTITUDE-REDUCES Trials.
Implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICDs) treat ventricular tachycardia or fibrillation but may also deliver unnecessary shocks. We sought to determine if the frequency of ICD-detected non-sustained or diverted (NSD) episodes increases before appropriate or inappropriate ICD shocks. We evaluated NSD episodes in the INTRINSIC RV Trial and their relationship to ICD shocks (appropriate and inappropriate). Time from NSD to shock was analysed. Results were validated by utilizing 1495 adjudicated ICD and cardiac resynchronization therapy-defibrillator shocks following NSD episodes collected through the LATITUDE remote monitoring system as part of the ALTITUDE-REDUCES Study. In INTRINSIC RV, 185 participants received 373 shocks; 148 had at least 1 NSD episode. Non-sustained or diverted frequency increased 24 h before the first shock for those receiving an inappropriate (P < 0.01) but not an appropriate shock (P = 0.17). Patients with NSD episodes within 24 h of a shock were significantly more likely to receive inappropriate therapy [odds ratio (OR) = 3.12, P < 0.01]. At the receiver operator curve determined optimal cutoff, an NSD episode within 14 min before shock strongly predicted inappropriate therapy (sensitivity 48%, specificity 91%; OR = 8.8, and P < 0.001). The 14 min cut-off evaluated on an independent dataset of 1495 shock episodes preceded by an NSD in the ALTITUDE-REDUCES Study confirmed these results (sensitivity = 47%, specificity = 85%, OR = 5.0, and P < 0.001). Device-detected NSD episodes increase before inappropriate but not appropriate shocks. Novel alerts or automated algorithms based on NSD episodes may reduce inappropriate shocks.